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Photocathodes are critical to the design of electron sources in high-power free-electron
lasers but must maintain operational readiness and reliability with a long lifetime despite
requisite high current density (hence high quantum efficiency), possible drive laser
heating, and vacuum contamination. We at the University of Maryland have already
demonstrated extended lifetime of cesiated metal photocathodes via the application of the
dispenser cathode concept, a mature thermionic cathode technology, as part of our
ongoing effort to develop the controlled porosity dispenser photocathode (CPD). This
effort is now being extended to high-quantum-efficiency semiconductor coatings. The most
efficient semiconductor coatings, notably those responsive to visible wavelengths (e.g.,
alkali antimonides), are prone to cesium loss in harsh operating environments; the
dispenser concept promises in situ rejuvenation of cesiated surface layers by gently
heating the cathode and allowing cesium to diffuse controllably to the surface through a
porous substrate from a subsurface reservoir. Photocathode lifetime and robustness can
be significantly enhanced. Essential to the advancement of the high-quantum-efficiency
semiconductor, CPD is a comprehensive understanding of cesium’s behavior. We here
discuss the use of cesium in dispenser photocathodes in three photoemission topics: lower
temperature operation of a modified cesium dispenser, development of a model for the
diffusion of cesium on the surface of such a dispenser, and fabrication of cesium-based
semiconductor coatings on the dispenser surface (cesium antimonide; Cs3 Sb) for
increased quantum efficiency.
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speed of light
diffusion coefficient (alternately, diffusivity)
applied electric field strength at cathode, scaled units
fraction of electrons reaching cathode surface after absorbing photons
Planck’s constant
photocurrent between anode and cathode
integer index (designating either pore number or spatial coordinate)
integer index (designating time coordinate)
Boltzmann’s constant
matrix representation of finite difference version of diffusion operator
drive laser power
electron charge
optical reflectivity of cathode surface
dimensionless ratio of spatial and temporal discretization terms with Do
cathode surface temperature
time coordinate
initial time parameter governing spatial extent of initial unit cell diffusion
Fowler–Dubridge function
characteristic solution to diffusion equation
spatial coordinate on two-dimensional (2D) surface
spatial coordinate on 2D surface
temporal discretization parameter
spatial discretization parameter
j th pore coverage coefficient
local cesium coating thickness expressed as percent of one monolayer
drive laser wavelength
chemical potential
cathode work function
characteristic evaporation time for coatings
characteristic resupply time for coatings from pores
drive laser angular frequency

1. Introduction
Laser-switched photoinjection, widely employed for prebunched electron beams in
applications such as radio frequency (RF) linacs, free-electron lasers (FELs), and other
accelerators,15 commonly utilizes cesium-based photocathodes as the source of a highquality electron beam. For the development of FELs in particular, increases in output optical
power and commensurate increases in electron beam current place increasingly stringent
requirements on the photocathode. In such high-power machines, the electron beam pushes
the state of the art in current density, emittance, temporal structure, etc.9 The effect on the
cathode is to require efficient, prompt, robust, and long-lived emission. Efficiency must be
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high to maximize the electrons emitted per incident drive laser pulse because drive laser
power is limited by, if nothing else, power stability concerns in higher harmonic generation
[i.e., frequency-doubled or -tripled yttrium–aluminum–garnet/yttrium–lithium–fluoride
(YAG/YLF) lasers]. Promptness is required in the case of a representative RF accelerator operating at tens of gigahertz such that the electron pulse is a small fraction of the temporal period of the RF drive field: the electron pulse should be on the order of a few picoseconds. Robustness in the face of the harsh vacuum environment of a photoinjector-driven accelerator is
essential, as is extended cathode lifetime, both to enhance operational readiness and to minimize complex maintenance procedures and downtime. These parameters are particularly
critical for future high-power FELs: >3% quantum efficiency (QE) at green wavelengths,
picosecond response time, and kilohour lifetime without unduly frequent reconditioning or
rehabilitation.7,15
However, significant engineering and physics challenges must be overcome in the search
for photocathodes meeting the above requirements, for the requirements are conflicting.
No modern cathode simultaneously satisfies them all. Semiconductor coatings, being tens
of nanometers thin, are prompt emitters. They can also achieve, as exemplified by the
alkali antimonides, high QE at visible wavelengths, as can bulk crystalline semiconductors
such as cesiated gallium arsenide (GaAs). For instance, potassium cesium antimonide
(K2 CsSb) has been shown to have QE > 8% at 532 nm,13 and cesiated GaAs can achieve
QE > 10% at green wavelengths.16 In contrast to their high efficiency, the lifetime for the
alkali antimonides is notoriously low, often merely hours in the environment of a working
photoinjector, and their robustness is decreased by sensitivity to certain contaminant gases
such as carbon dioxide and oxygen.2 Alkali tellurides are longer-lived and more robust
but have poor QE (<0.01%)20 at the ideal drive laser wavelengths in the green portion of
the spectrum and thus are not suitable for high-power FEL applications due to drive laser
shortcomings.
Short lifetime in cesium-based photocathodes is often attributed to loss of cesium19 because the surface coatings are very delicate and susceptible to evaporation, backbombardment (in dc guns), and contamination (occupation of surface sites by high-work-function
adatoms rather than alkali metals). The dispenser photocathode concept makes possible
in situ rejuvenation of cesium-based coatings under gentle heating of the cathode, causing
cesium to diffuse from the subsurface reservoir through a porous diffusion barrier and onto
the photoemissive surface.
The development of a rugged, self-rejuvenating photocathode requires several coordinated experimental and theoretical efforts to determine the efficacy of the concept: evidence
for both the rejuvenation of the surface as well its final uniformity must be addressed, as
both high QE and low emittance are required. Therefore, the program we report on contains
elements to address these issues, all of which are built on a comprehensive understanding of
the behavior of cesium in a dispenser photocathode. The three aspects we here report are,
first, an experimental effort to reduce the operating temperature of a cesium dispenser using
thinner diffusion barriers and improved cesium reservoir materials; second, development of
a model for the diffusion of cesium on the surface of such a dispenser; and third, fabrication
of cesium antimonide on the porous tungsten dispenser surface while testing QE as it is
affected by cathode temperature, both to show increased QE and to probe the effects of
heating on the cesium-based surface coating. We preface these three topics with a brief
theoretical background of QE modeling and a description of our experimental apparatus
and technique.
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus.

2. Theoretical Background
A figure of merit of a photocathode is the number of electrons emitted compared to the
number of incident photons of a given wavelength of light, designated the QE. Characterizing dispenser photocathodes primarily involves measuring the QE of selected coatings
under a range of operating conditions, such as varying temperature, varying applied field, or
background gas composition. The theoretical prediction of QE is involved, relating disparate
phenomena such as reflectivity, laser penetration depth, relaxation rates, and temperature8
that are beyond the present discussion, though the principal factors that determine QE are
captured by a simpler “modified Fowler–Dubridge” model in which QE is given by6


 q  J (T , F, )
U [βT (h̄ω − φ)]
λ
≈ Fλ (T ) (1 − R)
,
(1)
QE =
h̄ω
Iλ (t)
U [βT µ]
where QE is the quantum efficiency of the cathode, I is the measured photocurrent between
anode and cathode, Fλ is a scattering factor accounting for the loss of photoexcited electrons
propagating to the cathode surface, R is the wavelength-dependent reflectivity of the surface,
λ is the laser wavelength, and βT is the inverse temperature 1/kB T in units of inverse
energy. The usage of current density and laser intensity in Eq. (1) implicitly presumes that
the temporal profile of the emitted current matches that of the incident laser, which for
photon energies in excess of the work function for metals is generally the case. Under such
conditions, when λ is given in nanometers, P in watts, and I in milliamperes, then Eq. (1)
becomes
I 124
.
(2)
QE ≈
P λ

3. Experimental Apparatus
The experimental apparatus employed in this research is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an
ultrahigh vacuum chamber under 140-liter/s ion pumping, achieving pressures as low as 3 ×
10−10 torr. The photocathode stem, consisting of a resistive ac heater coil (20 W max) and
thermocouple beneath a cathode mount, allows gradual, controlled heating to temperatures
for cesium diffusion of 150◦ –200◦ C or for dispenser activation of >500◦ C and orients the
face of the dispenser cell horizontally. In front of the cathode is an annular anode, allowing
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laser light to be directed at the cathode while applying fields of 5–30 kV/m. Beside the
dispenser cell and facing the same direction is a quartz crystal deposition monitor with
0.1-Å precision to monitor thickness of deposited films (e.g., Sb, Cs, K). On the opposite
side of the vacuum chamber are three ports. One allows video monitoring of the cathode
and laser spots on its surface. A second has electrical feedthroughs for evaporative sources
of Sb, Cs, K, and Na. The third is a quartz window for laser input. Outside this window,
five low-power diode lasers are mounted on a translational stage. (Lower optical power
enables electron extraction well below the Child–Langmuir limit17 at the electric fields
described such that the effect of space charge is minimal and the measurement of QE is
accurate.) The lasers are automated to move to the window in turn, enabling measurement of
photocurrent—hence QE—at the five laser wavelengths of 375, 405, 532, 655, and 808 nm.
All automation and data collection is handled by LabVIEW software.
The apparatus also includes an ion gun with argon gas supply, operating at 0–10 keV
and 10–40 mA. The total delivered charge during a standard cleaning (approximately 45
min at 10 mA and 6.4 keV to a 1 cm2 cathode) is 30 mC. Given that sputtering rates for
cesium and antimony under these beam conditions are greater than 1,000 Å/min, 45 min
would seem more than sufficient to clean the surface of even relatively thick ∼1,000-Å
semiconductor layers. Indeed it is, but additionally, the process of ion cleaning does serve to
increase roughness at the nanometer scale22 and therefore the sputtering rate may decrease
to statistically unfavorable levels for the last few adatoms after repeated cleanings due
to an increase in surface roughness and thus a corresponding decrease in allowed angles
for the sputtered adatoms to leave the substrate. Because it is important to ensure known
initial conditions prior to each new deposition of semiconductor material by achieving an
atomically clean substrate, we argon clean beyond the minimum required to do so.

4. Dispenser Photocathode Development
4.1. Cesiated metal dispenser photocathodes
Cesium-based dispenser photocathodes are based on thermionic dispenser cathodes, a
mature technology utilizing a porous substrate either impregnated with a work-functionlowering element (e.g., Ba) or acting as a diffusion barrier between a reservoir and the
surface of the cathode. In photocathodes, the operational temperature is <200◦ C rather
than the 1,000◦ C commonly used for thermionic dispensers. For this reason, the workfunction-lowering element of choice is cesium (the most electropositive element): at these
more modest temperatures it does not present problematic evaporation rates to the extent
that it would in a thermionic cathode. We have previously reported the first demonstration
of a cesium-based dispenser photocathode utilizing a subsurface reservoir and porous
sintered tungsten diffusion barrier at the University of Maryland (UMD).11 As shown in
Fig. 2, the photoemissive surface is polished sintered tungsten, which is in turn brazed to a
stainless-steel cell containing a pellet or cartridge of Cs source material.
4.2. Improved reservoir materials and diffusion barriers
Activation of the dispenser, a one-time procedure, is required to release elemental cesium
into the reservoir from the Cs source material. This is done in the first generation of dispenser
Cs sources by raising the cathode cell temperature to that required to react the cesium
chromate (Cs2 CrO3 ) with titanium, at 475◦ C, or in the second generation of dispenser
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Fig. 2. Cutaway view of dispenser photocathode.
Cs sources to release free Cs from the Cs:Bi intermetallic compound, at 350◦ C. Once the
dispenser has been activated, subsequent heatings at much lower temperatures are sufficient
to cause Cs diffusion through the porous diffusion barrier and onto and across the surface.
To increase diffusion rates to the surface, the original 40-mil (1 mm) sintered tungsten
barrier was replaced with a 20-mil (0.5 mm) barrier of identical 70% density. The minimum
temperature at which cesium was seen diffusing onto the atomically clean tungsten surface
on a timescale of a few hours (as indicated by an increase in QE from the bare-metal value
through a characteristic peak at θ = 67%) was reduced from 175◦ C to 135◦ C.
4.3. Lifetime and robustness
Dispensed Cs can be released in two operational modes: continuous or periodic. In
particular, cathode lifetime in the continuous mode of operation has been compared to unrejuvenated room-temperature lifetime. Results reported by our group elsewhere12 indicate
a remarkable 10-fold increase in the lifetime of the QE of a cesiated tungsten dispenser
photocathode when using continuous rejuvenation mode.

5. Model Development for Cesium Diffusion in Dispenser
Photocathodes
5.1. Motivation
Experimental results obtained through the UMD photocathode research program support
parallel efforts in collaboration with the Naval Research Laboratory to develop physicsbased, validated, predictive models of cesium diffusion and evaporation, photoemission
from cesiated metals, and photoemission from semiconductor coatings such as the alkali
antimonides. Photoemission models for semiconductor materials will be considered in
a future work. Experimentally validated photoemission models for cesiated metals were
published previously by Jensen et al.6,8 We here consider the development of an initial
model for cesium diffusion, a necessary prerequisite to understanding the supply of cesium
to surface coatings (including alkali antimonide coatings) in dispenser photocathodes as
well as the design of optimally porous diffusion barriers.
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Fig. 3. Five-pore diffusion without resupply or evaporation.
5.2. Diffusion theory
Radial diffusion of cesium from a pore will follow Fick’s law for the change of density
(i.e., the relaxation of density fluctuations), as given by1
∂t ρ(r, t) = ∇ · [Do ∇ρ(r, t)].

(3)

We consider diffusion over a two-dimensional (2D) surface and equate the surface density
to the fractional monolayer coverage factor θ (x, y, t) under the assumption that Do is
approximately constant (though dependent on temperature). The behavior of a clump of
cesium θj exuded by a pore in a time increment t will add to previously exuded clumps
and diffuse over the surface, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 for five such pores with
differing θ j at an initial and a later time. Therefore, the contribution to the surface density
of the j th pore due to time-integrated clumps from a single pore is described by

−1/2


θj t 
(x − xj )2 + (y − yj )2
to
,
(4)
θj (x, y, t) =
dt
exp
−

t 0
t + to
4Do (t  + to )
where xj and yj are the coordinates of the center of the j th pore and to is such that the
distribution at t = 0 is comparable to the pore size. Usage of Eq. (4) in Eq. (3) with the
aforementioned caveats results in the solution of an equation:
∂t u(x, y, t) = Do ∂x2 + ∂y2 u(x, y, t),

(5)

where u is a function from which θ = j θj is constructed. Stable and convergent explicit
numerical schemes18 for the solution of Eq. (5) require t ≈ x 2 /Do , but this would
create the potential for very small time steps if the spatial resolution is desired to be fine.
Therefore an implicit numerical scheme that further allows predictor–corrector methods
(as done for thermal equations6 ) needed for including evaporation will be used.
5.3. Numerical implementation
Letting the parameter r be given by r ≡ Do t/x 2 and using a second-order-accurate
finite (central) difference scheme that creates a difference matrix M that acts on a vector of
values θ (x, y) → θ [(i − 1)x, (j − 1)x] ⇒ θ(i−1)Nx +j and invoking periodic boundary
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Fig. 4. Random porosity diffusion simulation including evaporation and resupply.

conditions, the implicit solution to Eq. (5) is given by (where the k superscript is the time
index)
θ k+1 = [Iˆ − r M̂]−1 [Iˆ + r M̂]θ k .

(6)

By virtue of being a 2D problem, the matrix M is large: however, the matrix coefficient of
θ on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) need be evaluated only once and thereafter saved so long
as the value of Do remains constant and the discretization terms do not change.
Including evaporation and supply into Eq. (6) needs some finesse. The evaporation term
requires an estimate of θ k+1 , which is the quantity being sought by numerical evaluation.
Under the assumption that the dispensation of Cs from the pore follows a prescribed time
dependence, a prediction of θ is made (θ ∗ ) that is used to estimate θ k+1 , and the process
is iterated a number of times for convergence. Using a model of Cs evaporation14 given
by a power law (n) dependence and a rate term τ , we evaluate the discrete version of the
evaporation + dispensation + diffusion equation
 t
−1

t  ∗ n
n
θ
+
θ k+1 = Iˆ − r M̂
+ θk
δθ .
(7)
Iˆ + r M̂ θ k −
2τ
τp
Two cases are considered: first, nine pores are assumed to be randomly distributed, as would
occur in a conventional sintered tungsten dispenser cathode5 ; second, the pores are made
uniform, as would occur in a controlled, porosity dispenser cathode.4,21
Figure 4 shows the initial (uncovered) surface and its final state after an arbitrary duration
for a random pore surface, and, using the same conditions, Fig. 5 shows the same simulation
for a uniform pore surface, for ad hoc values of the desorption and diffusion parameters
nominally based on similar Ba on W terms under high temperature: it is known that
the evaporation and pore diffusion times t and tp are temperature dependent, so that the
dominance of diffusion over evaporation, or vice versa, depends very much on operating
conditions and is not a priori obvious. In a future work, simulations based on parameters
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Fig. 5. Controlled porosity diffusion simulation including evaporation and resupply.
suggested from our ongoing experimental efforts to characterize quantities related to Cs on
metal surfaces shall be considered.
Whereas the model described above applies generally to Cs diffusing on and evaporating
from metal surfaces, the case of Cs diffusing across and through semiconductor coatings
is undoubtedly more complex: existing evidence suggests, for example, that diffusion
across metal surfaces proceeds more rapidly. Nevertheless, using a dispenser photocathode
with such coatings will involve the migration of Cs through the diffusion barrier, and
because experimental measurements of dispenser operation convolve migration through
the barrier and diffusion across the surface, the latter must be well understood theoretically
before measured constants for the former can be confidently inferred and applied to the
semiconductor-coated dispenser case.

6. Alkali Antimonide Coatings
6.1. Fabrication of alkali antimonide cathodes at UMD
Building on previous results for the simplest cesium-based cathode, the binary cesiated
tungsten system, we have added antimony and alkali metal deposition capabilities to our
experimental apparatus. We have reported11 the initial fabrication of a cesium antimonide
(Cs3 Sb) cathode with QE at 532 nm of 3.3% and at 375 nm of 11%. Our procedure for
cathode fabrication for Cs3 Sb begins with an Ar ion cleaning of the surface. The cathode is
heated to 130◦ C. A prescribed thickness of antimony (100 Å in this example) is deposited
from the evaporative source at a rate of 0.2 Å/s. Subsequently, cesium is evaporated onto
the cathode surface at 0.1–0.2 Å/s, with the cathode being allowed to begin to cool after
the first approximately 100 Å is deposited. Cesium deposition is stopped when the QE
peaks: for the example above, after approximately 500–800 Å. The highest-QE cathode
achieved at UMD followed the fabrication behavior shown in Fig. 6, where heating was
turned off after approximately 4 h and vacuum during the subsequent slow rise in QE was
about 0.5 ntorr.
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Fig. 6. Initial fabrication of high-QE Cs3 Sb cathode, 100 Å initial Sb layer.

Fig. 7. Cs3 Sb from initial 100-Å Sb layer (left) on porous W dispenser (without rejuvenation) versus that of an initial 41-Å Sb layer (right) on solid Ag.

6.2. Operating temperatures and coating compositions
As previously reported,11 alkali antimonides can lose QE when heated. If the cathode
is heated to less than a critical temperature and cooled again, the QE returns to previous
levels. If the cathode is heated too much, the QE is irreversibly lost. The proposed loss
mechanism is release and evaporation of alkalis, particularly cesium (which has the highest
elemental vapor pressure), from the semiconductor compound. For cesium antimonide, the
first alkali antimonide chosen for study in the UMD diagnostic chamber, some initial results
of heating already-fabricated coatings are shown below. Cesium antimonide was chosen
not because of its temperature stability (it is in fact less temperature stable than other alkali
antimonides) but rather because it is more straightforward to fabricate, being a binary rather
than ternary (K2 CsSb) or more complex system. The time and temperature axes in Fig. 7 are
of particular interest; the QE axis is not as important because the thicknesses of the coatings
differ between the two tests. For a porous substrate, temperatures ramping to 200◦ C take
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only about an hour to reduce QE to negligible levels. The similar experiment on a solid
substrate shows a 3-h timescale, and a detailed investigation shall be reported separately.
One possible explanation of the effect, however, is that cesium may diffuse into the porous
material in the absence of any cesium resupply, simply following the concentration gradient
when heated enough to have significant surface migration. In future dispensers this will
be important so as to have a favorable concentration gradient for diffusion outward rather
than inward. Nonetheless, the ability to initially achieve QE of 3% in the green on a porous
substrate is an important demonstration toward a rejuvenated semiconductor dispenser
photocathode.
6.3. Outlook for demonstrated rejuvenation of cesium-based
semiconductor coatings
To demonstrate rejuvenation of cesium-based alkali-antimonide-coated dispenser photocathodes and an increased lifetime of such cathodes, three important capabilities must be
clearly understood and achieved:
r repeatability of cathode QE using standardized fabrication procedures
r stability of cathodes under heating at temperatures sufficient for Cs migration from the
reservoir through the diffusion barrier to the surface
r replacement of lost Cs in the surface coating and ensuing rejuvenation of QE at the
aforementioned temperatures
The first task is nontrivial. The second involves a choice of cathode chemistry and impacts
the first. Different cathode chemistries and layer compositions will have different temperatures at which they are stable. (It has been indicated that elevated temperature can, however,
have a beneficial impact on cathode lifetime even without resupply of Cs from a dispenser
or external source.3 ) Finally, the third task must satisfactorily show that at temperatures
suitable for stability of the cathode layer and diffusion of Cs from the reservoir, the freely
diffusing Cs can then reincorporate into the bulk of the coating or at least replace a surface layer in such a way as to benefit overall QE. This is not self-evident, and continuing
experiments and modeling will probe the available parameter space in search of such a
demonstration. The promise of a highly efficient, long-lived, prompt, and robust cathode
should motivate progress toward these goals on both the experimental and theoretical fronts.
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